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At the World Economic Forum more than 800 executive and technology experts were asked when they thought a particular “tipping point” would be reached – when would we see a government collect tax with blockchain? The agreed date was 2023 (on average). A full 73% of the respondents however, expected the tipping point to have been reached by 2025.2

The survey did not ask the experts to name the tax, or the jurisdiction. So, we do not know if this group of executives expect blockchain to be used to collect estate taxes,3 wage withholdings for personal income tax,4 corporate income tax, the retail sales tax, or the value added tax5 (VAT)? We also do not know in which jurisdiction we should expect to see this change.

---

1 The lead author would like to thank his VAT class at NYU’s Graduate Tax Program during the Spring Term 2016 for engaging him in a discussion of blockchain during his presentation on MTIC fraud and the DICE solution. I confess that I knew very little about blockchain before this class engaged me on it, and feel I learned as much from them as they did from me at this juncture. We engaged in a very dynamic VAT policy dialogue that was always inspiring. Productive discussions continued with Andrew Shact, VP Tax and Treasury at Mimecast.


The technology [of blockchain] could be employed to create smart contracts that automatically check the state death registries and allocate assets from a testator’s estate, send applicable taxes to government agencies without the need of administering the will through probate.

4 Francois Badenhorst, Blockchain Pegged as UK’s Tax Future, ACCOUNTINGWEB (January 27, 2016) http://www.accountingweb.co.uk/tech/tech-pulse/blockchain-pegged-as-uks-tax-future (suggesting that blockchain would be ideal for delivering government services in the personal tax account).


... EU-wide series of VAT standards and protocols [that] would enable DLT to be deployed across Europe, with unilateral alignment of all VAT accounting transactions, from invoices to bank receipts. The system could include smart contracts designed to outsmart the tax quasi-compliant economy, which would also help to address the various threshold differences in VAT applicability across EU member states.

With machine-learning devices reading the EU’s VAT transactions in real time, erroneous transactions (including so-called carousel fraud) are far more likely to be spotted than by the current methods of auditing. Increasing traceability and transparency — including payment providers, banks and other financial institutions — would make the black-market economy more difficult to conceal. (70-71)
This paper argues that the EU VAT will be an early adopter, if not the earliest adopter of blockchain. There are a number of reasons why. Blockchain will bring substantial efficiencies to VAT collection. It will reduce costs, and build critical inter-governmental trust relationships. Most importantly, blockchain will immediately end revenue losses well in excess of €50 to €60 billion per year in missing trader intra-community fraud (MTIC).

It is clear that the EU Commission is anxious to adopt new technologies in fraud prevention and detection. More effective data sharing and adoption of sophisticated artificial intelligence (AI) programs is critical in this effort. Member States need “… new models of sharing … information … enabling them to rapidly and more effectively identify and dismantle fraudulent networks.”

Blockchain will also be essential for making the EU Commission’s April 2016 Action Plan on VAT work. Blockchain should be a critical part of the detailed legislative proposal (expected in 2017). This plan will bring in a “definitive VAT system” dealing with intra-EU cross-border trade, which will be based on taxation in the country of destination. This paper predicts that the EU will bring in the “definitive system” on the back of blockchain technology.


7 The VAT gap is estimated to be between €151 billion and €193 billion, with the MTIC fraud in goods portion of this loss to be €50 to €60 billion. Ernst & Young, Implementing the “destination principle” to intra-EU B2B supplies of goods – Feasibility and economic evaluation study, June 30, 2015, TAXUD/2013/DE/319 available at: http://ec.europa.eu/taxation_customs/resources/documents/common/publications/studies/ev_study_destination_principle.pdf. Note, the Ernst & Young study and its estimates are based on goods transactions. Both the VAT gap and MTIC fraud are just as common in services as in goods. The most recent large-scale MTIC frauds are in CO2 permits and VoIP. These are service-based frauds. Losses from these frauds far exceed those from goods.


As recognized by the European Court of Auditors, the tools of administrative cooperation between tax administrations are not being sufficiently exploited. Moreover, the implementation of the Eurofisc was not ambitious enough. We therefore need to move from the existing cooperation models based on Member States exchanging information to new models of sharing and jointly analyzing information and acting together. Member states should benefit from a risk management capacity at EU level, enabling them to rapidly and more effectively identify and dismantle fraudulent networks. (emphasis added)

Blockchain technology creates a robust, secure, transparent *distributive* ledger. The technique is revolutionary. Blockchain is a software protocol based on cryptography. It was devised in 2008, and was announced simultaneously with its most famous application—Bitcoin.

Bitcoin (the application) is often confused with blockchain (the technology). Bitcoin is only one application of blockchain technology. Ledger entries in the Bitcoin application are the Bitcoins generated by the Bitcoin protocol. However, distributive ledgers are not limited to cryptocurrencies. They can replace any centralized ledger system that coordinates valuable information. When it is deployed, blockchain is highly disruptive to legacy systems.

Blockchain technology is *trustless*. It is *trustless* in the sense that it does not require third party verification. It does not need a *trusted* third party (like a bank) to help it negotiate (exchange) value. Instead of trusted intermediaries, blockchain uses powerful consensus mechanisms with cryptoeconomic incentives to verify the authenticity of transactions in the database. Depending on the application this incentive mechanism can change. This consensus mechanism makes the database safe (highly trustworthy) even in the presence of...

---

10 A ledger, as used in this sentence and in this field generally, means a value recording and transfer system. Simply stated, a ledger is an accounting tool that keeps track of who owns what. The ledger itself is a very old technology that has not changed much since its development by the Venetian Republic in the 15th century. Ledgers have long been digitized (in the 20th century), but it was only with blockchain that they have been decentralized. Prior to 2008 ledgers were only understood as centralized.


12 Wright & De Filippi, *Decentralized Blockchain Technology* supra note 3 at 4-8.

13 The trust element is very important to the adoption of blockchain in tax compliance areas. It needs to be stressed that trusting the blockchain technology is different than trusting Bitcoin. Europol contends that it is not blockchain, but the “… Bitcoin [application that] is establishing itself as the single common currency for cybercriminals within the EU.” Europol, 2015 INTERNET ORGANIZE CRIME THREAT ASSESSMENT, Key Findings available at: https://www.europol.europa.eu/iocta/2015/key-findings.html

14 Tim Swanson, *Great Wall of Numbers Cryptoeconomics for beginners and experts alike*, citing Vlad Zamfir of the Ethereum project at the Cryptocurrency Research Group conference (brainstorming session) on Cryptoeconomics as posted January 30, 2015 at: http://www.ofnumbers.com/2015/01/30/cryptoeconomics-for-beginners-and-experts-alike/. Cryptoeconomics is:

A formal discipline that studies protocols that govern the production, distribution and consumption of goods and services in a decentralized digital economy. Cryptoeconomics is a practical science that focuses on the design and characterization of these protocols.

15 Cryptoeconomic incentives are most strongly associated with cryptocurrency systems. Bitcoin *mining* is such an incentive system. This is because Bitcoin uses pseudonymous and anonymous nodes to validate transactions, whereas a basic distributive ledger that engage entities with legal identities (banks, financial institutions, government agencies) will use “permissioned” nodes to validate transactions. This proposal of DICE on a blockchain uses permissioned nodes. For this reason, a basic distributive ledger is able to host off-chain assets (smart contracts) due to their authenticated, permissioned approach to validation. Tim Swanson, *Consensus-as-a-Service: A Brief Report on the Emergence of Permissioned, Distributed Ledger System* (April 6, 2016) available at: http://www.ofnumbers.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/Permissioned-distributed-ledgers.pdf.
powered or hostile third parties trying to manipulate the registry. For this reason, The Economist called blockchain, “The Trust Machine.”

Only recently have decentralized, distributive ledgers been possible. Advances in technology, computing capacity, and connectivity (post-2000) have made this happen. Replacing very expensive centralized ledgers with decentralized distributive ledgers captures huge cost savings and efficiencies. Decentralized distributive ledgers ride three exponentially declining cost curves:

1. Moore’s Law: the cost of processing digital information (speed), halves every 18 months;
2. Kryder’s Law: the cost of storing digital information (memory) halves every 12 months;

Bitcoin’s Blockchain

A Bitcoin is a digital asset that is acquired in exchange for other currencies, goods or services. The coins themselves are (originally) created as a reward for payment processing work in which users volunteer computer capacity to verify and record other individual’s transactions. This activity is called mining.

Bitcoin is a payment system utilizing open source software. The system is peer-to-peer. Transactions take place between users directly. There is no intermediary (bank or other trusted third party).

Transactions are verified by network nodes, and recorded in a public distributed ledger where the Bitcoin itself is the unit of account. This is the blockchain. There is no central depository of Bitcoins. There is no administrator. Bitcoin is the world’s first decentralized digital currency.

---

19 Mark Kryder, Kryder’s Law, SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN (August 2005) available (as a reprint) at: https://web.archive.org/web/20060329004626/http://www.sciam.com/article.cfm?chanID=sa006&colID=30&articleID=000B0C22-0805-12D8-BDFD83414B7F0000. Mr Kryder was the senior Vice President of Research and the Chief Technology Officer at Seagate Corp.
20 Jakob Nielson, Nielson’s Law of Internet Bandwidth, NIELSON NORMAL GROUP https://www.nngroup.com/articles/law-of-bandwidth/. Mr. Nielson was an engineer at Sun Microsystems.
21 The steady addition of a constant amount of new coins is analogous to gold miners expending resources to add gold to circulation. In our case, it is CPU time and electricity that is expended. (page 4) Satoshi Nakamoto, Bitcoin: A Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash System.
22 Open source software is computer software where its source code is made available (with a license) in which the copyright holder provides the right to study, change, and distribute the software to anyone and for any purpose.
The novelty of Bitcoin’s blockchain is that it is a public ledger that is maintained by a network of communicating nodes running the Bitcoin software. A transaction will be constructed in the form of “X sends Y number of Bitcoins to Z.” Network nodes receive this transaction and if they validate it the transaction will be added to their copy of the ledger. This copy is then broadcast to the other nodes. Approximately six times per hour a new group of accepted transactions (a block in the blockchain) is created. This “block” is what is added to the “chain” that comprises the “blockchain.”

Owning and spending Bitcoins requires an individual to have a specific address. A payer must digitally sign a transaction with a private key. If the private key is lost, the Bitcoin network will not recognize any other evidence of ownership.

Bitcoin transactions must have one or more inputs. For the transaction to be valid, every input must be an unspent output of a previous transaction. Every input must be digitally signed. (In cases of multiple inputs, the Bitcoin system is simply indicating that multiple coins are being used to consummate a single transaction. The same is true in reverse, for a transaction with multiple outputs. Multiple payments can be made through the same transaction.)

Bitcoin uses a public (as opposed to a private) decentralized ledger. The term public is used because this ledger is accessible by every internet user. Anyone can participate in the verification process and determine which blocks can be added to the chain (the mining process). The consensus mechanism is proof-of-work. “In the case of Bitcoin, the longest chain – the chain with the most proof-of-work – is considered to be the valid ledger.”

Terminology can be confusing. For example, different terminology (different from public v. private) is used by the European Central Bank (ECB) to draw the same distinctions about blockchain. The ECB is considering blockchain for post trading activities in securities. The ECB rejects unrestricted (i.e., public) ledgers, and prefers restricted (i.e., private) ledgers in the

23 Cryptographic systems use a pair of keys, one of which is public and can be shared widely, and the other of which is private and known only to the owner. Using a public key a message can be authenticated as originating with a holder of the paired private key. Additionally, encrypting a message with a public key will assure that only the holder of the paired private key can decrypt the message. Public-key cryptographic systems rely on cryptographic algorithms based on mathematical problems that currently admit no efficient solution.


25 See the diagram at page 2 in Satoshi Nakamoto, Bitcoin, A peer-to-peer electronic cash system (2008) supra note 11.

26 As with a transaction in real currency, if the sum of the inputs (cash in your pocket) exceeds the sum of the outputs (funds needed to make a purchase), the difference is returned to the payer in the form of an additional output.


securities field. Other writers employ still different terminology. They distinguish between *permissioned* (i.e., *private*) and *un-permissioned* (i.e., *public*) distributive ledgers. They do this to bring into sharp relief the use of white lists (or black list) of users, who are identified through KYB (know your bank) or KYC (know your customer) procedures. This process is common in traditional finance. Among all of these writers it is clear that *private*, *restricted*, or *permissioned* distributed ledgers work best in a governmental context.

Mining is record-keeping. Miners keep the blockchain consistent, complete, and unaltered by repeatedly verifying and collecting new transactions into a block. Each block contains a cryptographic hash of the previous block. The Bitcoin blockchain uses the SHA-256 hashing algorithm to *chain* the new block to the previous block.

*Consensus* binds the new block to the chain through proof-of-work. However, there is a moving measure of computational difficulty in reaching proof-of-work sufficient to secure a new block to the chain. *Blockchain Info* records Bitcoin’s *Difficulty History* for proof-of-work and it indicates (for example) that from March 1, 2014 to March 1, 2015 the number of calculations a miner had to perform before creating a new block increased from 16.4 quintillion to 200.5 quintillion.

This expense of time, computational resources, and electricity is problematical for Bitcoin’s *public* distributed decentralized ledger. It has encouraged developers to search for alternate validation systems. Proof-of-stake and proof-of-identity are two of the alternate consensus processes identified. They are well suited for *private* (*restricted*, or *permissioned*) distributed ledgers. The European Central Bank indicates:

A second type of validation system is proof-of-stake (PoS) consensus process. This assigns shares of validation rights to users according to their stake in the system … or the reputation of the validator in a restricted DLT (known as proof-of-identity (PoI)).

---


30 Tim Swanson, *supra* note 28, appears to have first use the expression “*permissioned.*”


32 Andreas M. Antonopolous, *Mastering Bitcoin: Unlocking Digital Cryptocurrencies* at Chapter 8: *Mining and Consensus* 175-216 (2015) (explaining that to be acceptable by the rest of the network each new block must contain a proof-of-work. The proof-of-work requires miners to find a number (called a nonce) such that when the block is hashed along with the nonce the result is numerically smaller than the network’s *difficulty target*. The proof is easy for any node to verify, but very difficult to generate. For a secure cryptographic hash miners must try many different nonce values before meeting the difficulty target.)

33 Blockchain Info, Difficulty History at: https://blockchain.info/charts/difficulty?timespan=all&showDataPoints=false&daysAverageString=1&show_header=true&scale=0&address= 
The varying specifications that DLTs have in terms of participation in the ledger can indirectly affect the efficiency of the network. Instead of requiring every participant to invest a vast amount of resources in the maintenance of the ledger, responsibility for maintenance can be left to participants who will act in good faith, knowing that illicit behavior would be punished and the truthful state of the ledger re-established by agreement between accountable participants. Developers of restricted blockchain technologies can thus choose to use less expensive consensus algorithms than those that are necessary in unrestricted DTLs. In this way, in restricted DTLs validation is not made artificially difficult or costly for all users, on an ongoing basis, but is instead made costly for the attackers, and only when there is an attack.\footnote{European Central Bank, \textit{Distributed Ledger Technologies in Securities Post-trading: Revolution or Evolution?} Supra note 24 at 14.}

**MTIC, VIES, & DICE**

The VAT Information Exchange System (VIES) is a database solution to cross-border VAT fraud. VIES uses old technology. It employs multiple centralized data centers. A semi-automatic (frequently manual) data exchange process involved. Recently, VIES’ largest concern has been missing trader intra-community (MTIC) fraud. Annually, MTIC costs the EU €50 billion in goods-based frauds, and possibly another €50 billion in services-based frauds.\footnote{Europol, \textit{SOCTA (Serious and Organized Crime Threat Assessment) 2013 – Public Version}, 27 (March 2013) (estimating MTIC losses at €100 billion annually).} Service-based frauds can be extra-community (MTEC).\footnote{Richard T. Ainsworth, \textit{VAT Fraud: The Tradable Services Problem}, 61 \textit{TAX NOTES INTERNATIONAL} 217 (January 17, 2011) (discussing VAT fraud in tradable services, developing the concept of missing trader extra-community fraud and creating the acronym MTEC).}

The Digital Invoice Customs Exchange (DICE) was the outgrowth of an effort to improve the fraud prevention functionality of VIES by developing a more granular, more automated, more immediate exchange of invoice-level data. DICE is technology-intensive, but not technologically heavy. It involves placing digital signatures on invoices and then feeding encrypted invoice-data back into relational databases that match transactions and perform risk assessments across the Single Market.

Under DICE transaction data is shared automatically, and in advance of performance. It is shared among the jurisdictions and the taxpayers that are parties to a specific transaction. It allows local enforcement against local losses.

However, DICE requires that the EU adopt a Third Invoicing Directive. From a workability perspective Brazil’s digital invoicing regime, \textit{Sistema Publico de Escrituracao Digital} or Public System for Digital Accounting (SPED) demonstrates that a DICE approach to digital control over invoice data works to solve cross-border fraud. Compliance is no more burdensome than swiping a credit card and waiting for approval.

DICE is not just another modification of the VIES. It requires fundamental modifications. Recapitulative statements and the current VIES can never provide real-time
enforcement. An example of MTIC fraud helps to work through the operation of VIES and DICE. From here we can see how blockchain carries this analysis the next step forward.

**MTIC Example**

Assume that Firm “A” in the Netherlands agrees to sell a specific quantity of identified high-value goods to firm “B” in France. The price is set. The time and method of delivery are also agreed. In this *intra-community* supply Firm “A” will zero-rate this sale. It will file a return in the NL that seeks the return of all VAT paid to the NL (that is, it will seek recovery of the input VAT it paid on purchases related to this sales output). Firm “B” is expected to perform a reverse charge in France. That is, it will self-assess the French VAT on the goods it has purchased and record this transaction on its French return.37

MTIC fraud would arise if Firm “B” does not perform the reverse charge, does not file an accurate French VAT return, does not remit the French VAT due, but nevertheless sells the goods on to Firm “C” in France with VAT collected on the new selling price. By not remitting the French VAT “Firm B” is a “missing trader.” The fraud is equal to the VAT charged on the onward sale. The French revenue authority needs to find “Firm B” quickly, as its owners are likely to leave the country.

The VIES system hopes to detect this fraud by sharing data among tax jurisdictions. Along with “Firm A’s” VAT return a recapitulative statement is filed with the Dutch tax authority. This statement provides a list of the cross-border entities “Firm A” has sold to, and an aggregate amount of sales per entity. The French tax administration can request this data when it performs an audit on “Firm B.”

The timing of this data exchange is protracted. “Firm A’s” VAT return and recapitulative statement may be filed one, three or twelve months after the fraud transaction has occurred, depending on its Dutch filing status. Per regulation, the Dutch authorities must respond to the French request for this data within three months, although an expedited response (one month) is

---


Article 20 RVD [formerly Article 28a(3)] defines an intra-Community acquisition of goods as the right to dispose as owner of movable tangible property dispatched or transported to the person acquiring the goods by or on behalf of the vendor or the person acquiring the goods, in a Member State other than that in which the dispatch or transport of the goods began. Article 138(1) [formerly Article 28c(A)(a) 1st paragraph] requires the Member State making the supply to exempt the transaction (with full right of deduction) – sometimes called “zero rating.” Article 83 [formerly Article 28e(1) 1st paragraph] requires the Member State of acquisition to impose a tax based on the same factors used to determine the taxable amount for the supply of the same goods within that Member State. Article 195 [formerly Article 28g(1)(f)] places the obligation to pay the tax on the buyer. Thus, a reverse charge is the result. The buyer (rather than the supplier) is obligated to remit the tax. The goods are received “tax free.”
possible if the requested jurisdiction (the Netherlands) is already in possession of the information. \(^{38}\) Figure 1 (below) illustrated this discussion.

![Figure 1: Basic VIES Operation](image.png)

The most obvious difficulties with this system are that: (a) it is request based, (b) it provides aggregate data not invoice-level granular data, and (c) the data exchange (VIES Report) is delayed at least two to six months after a suspect transaction has occurred. It is all too clear that MTIC frauds can be completed much faster than the VIES system can issue a report on it. For example, it took only 69 days for Sandeep Singh Dosanjh to complete a €41,501,591 MTIC fraud in CO2 permits. \(^{39}\) VIES was totally inadequate to identify, much less stop Dosanjh.

**Digital Invoice Customs Exchange (DICE) \(^{40}\)**

Each of the previously published DICE proposals presumed the tax authorities worked with a centralized database. There were two permutations in these proposals depending upon whether the database contained transactional data only from a single tax jurisdiction (Rwanda and Ceará), or whether the single database is collecting tax data from multiple jurisdictions in a community (the Brazilian SPED).

---


Special problems are created when a number of tax jurisdictions are bound together in a community, but when each tax jurisdiction insists on keeping separate central databases of its own tax data (the EU is an example of this). The problem of sharing data among related centralized databases is the main concern that DICE was designed to solve.

How do you efficiently share tax data among the jurisdictions in an economic union when each of the jurisdictions holds its own data centrally? Security systems are operating at a high level to protect the data, and as a result, processes and procedures to grant external access to this data are cumbersome and time consuming. The early DICE papers demonstrated how this process could be streamlined with encryption and sharing of public access keys. However, there is an even better way to accomplish the DICE objectives through decentralized databases or distributed ledgers.

**Initial proposals – EU, Rwanda & Ceará**

When DICE was first proposed, it addressed VIES/MTIC problems in the EU. The basic design incorporated elements of Brazil’s successful digital invoicing regime, Sistema Publico de Escrituracao Digital or Public System for Digital Accounting (SPED) into a proposal for a Third Invoicing Directive. Brazil’s SPED uses a centralized federal datacenter to coordinate cross-border transactions of the state-level consumption tax (ICMS) which is imposed with cross-border adjustments at different rates in each of the 26 sub-national states.

It was clear in that proposal that DICE could be used to solve both (a) frauds occurring within a single state (as in Rwanda & Ceará) as well as (b) frauds that occurred between states in a community, even when the relevant tax data might be stored in multiple, centralized databases.

DICE has been successfully implemented in Rwanda. Revenue increased 16% in the first six months after adoption. There is a potential community application for DICE in Africa.

---

43 *Impostos Sobre Circulação de Mercadorias e Prestação de Serviços* (ICMS). The ICMS is the state sales tax and the rate varies depending upon the industry and the Sate.
44 Richard T. Ainsworth & Goran Todorov, Rwanda – Cutting Edge VAT Compliance 46 CCH Global Tax Weekly 5 (September 26, 2013).
Several other members of the East African Community (EAC) are considering DICE, and as a result a separate proposal was crafted for the EAC.\textsuperscript{46}

In this context it was not (and still is not) clear how a single EAC database will be set up, however recent event suggest that Tanzania is open to adoption of a single centralized data center with Rwanda.\textsuperscript{47} Thus, the EAC data structure could adopt either (a) a multi-jurisdictional DICE solution similar to what would work in the EU where each Member State keeps its own datacenter with data shared through encryption and exchange of access key, or it could be (b) a single centralized system similar to what works in the Brazilian SPED with a single datacenter collecting and coordinating data exchanges among all members.\textsuperscript{48}

Another fully developed, single state adoption of DICE is operational in the Brazilian state of Ceará. The Ceará application is particularly noteworthy as it includes a state-of-the-art artificial intelligence (AI) program set up by SmartCloud Inc. that scans all data streams for a real-time risk assessment.\textsuperscript{49} SmartCloud Inc. is able to provide “immediate” risk analysis reports,\textsuperscript{50} and will go back over data looking for fraud patterns continuously, as well as responding to specific system queries by trained auditors.\textsuperscript{51}

DICE in Rwanda and Ceará operate on centralized ledgers.\textsuperscript{52} There are three well-recognized problems with centralized ledgers (see 1-3 below).\textsuperscript{53} A fourth problem arises when

---

\textsuperscript{46} Richard T. Ainsworth & Goran Todorov, \textit{Plugging the Leaks in the East African Community’s VATs}\textit{ 72 Tax NOTES INTERNATIONAL} 561 (November 11, 2013).

\textsuperscript{47} Maureen Odunga, \textit{Dar, Kigali for one revenue center, DAILY NEWS} (July 2, 2016) available at: http://dailynews.co.tz/index.php/home-news/51260-dar-kigali-for-one-revenue-centre\textsuperscript{54} (indicating that at the 40\textsuperscript{th} Dar es Salaam International Trade Fair (DITF) President Paul Kagame of Rwanda and President John Maguful of Tanzania agreed to establish a single revenue collection center).

\textsuperscript{48} Richard T. Ainsworth & Gordon Todorov, \textit{Plugging the Leaks in the East African Community’s VATs, 72 Tax NOTES INTERNATIONAL} 561 (November 11, 2013).

\textsuperscript{49} Richard T. Ainsworth, \textit{Phishing and VAT Fraud in CO2 Permits: The Digital Invoice Customs Exchange Solution, 77 TAX NOTES INTERNATIONAL} 357, 367 at n. 37 (January 27, 2015) (discussing DICE applications in the EU Energy market and comments from SmartCloud Inc.’s CEO on the AI system installed in Ceará and further explaining how this technology could be applied in other areas for fraud detection).

\textsuperscript{50} Personal communication, Paul Lindenfelzer, Partner, VP Sales and Operations, SmartCloud, Inc., (Bedford, MA) July 7, 2016 (plindenfelzer@smartcloudinc.com) responding to:

\textbf{QUESTION:} How quickly does the SmartCloud Inc. return a risk analysis report?

\textbf{ANSWER:} As long as the information required to run the analysis is available, it can be “immediate = second”

\textsuperscript{51} Personal communication, Paul Lindenfelzer, Partner, VP Sales and Operations, SmartCloud Inc., (Bedford, MA) July 7, 2016 (plindenfelzer@smartcloudinc.com) responding to:

\textbf{QUESTION:} does the Brazil system continue to churn out risk analysis profiles AFTER the initial report? .... does it go back over the data it has looking for more patterns (automatically) .... or does someone have to query the system to get this?

\textbf{ANSWER:} It is a little of both but mainly the latter. Once a description of a pattern or situation has been described, the system will continue to evaluate the existence of such automatically.

\textsuperscript{52} In Rwanda’s case the VAT is a national tax, and so is the database. The data center is at the Rwanda Revenue Authority (RRA) headquarters Kimihurura, in Kigali. In Ceará’s case the tax is the state level ICMS, the database is state level, and it is overseen by the state tax administration in Fortaleza.
Centralized ledgers are used in a VAT context (see 4 below). All of these problems are resolved when moving to distributed ledgers (blockchain):

1. A centralized ledger is a single point of failure for the whole system;
2. A centralized ledger is prone to corruption because it consolidates power;
3. A centralized ledger is inherently insecure, and ends up consuming huge amounts of resources to protect the data within it; and
4. A centralized ledger is inherently inadequate as a comprehensive VAT compliance mechanism. A single, jurisdictionally bound, database can never capture all relevant transactional data. Centralized ledgers by definition only store data from taxpayers within their jurisdiction. Exceptional measures must be in place whenever confidential data is imported from outside the jurisdiction.

The original DICE proposal sought to resolve the fourth problem area above for transactions occurring entirely within the EU. The solution advanced by DICE could be applied, for example, to transactions between the EU and Russia if Russia agreed, but that discussion was not entertained in the proposal, because such an arrangement was deemed unlikely.

In this DICE proposal it was assumed that the EU would not accept a community-wide central database (in Brussels for example). It was also assumed that each EU Member State would insist on controlling and sharing data held within their own centralized database (largely) according to its own rules, and procedures.

As a result, in the EU DICE proposal there are assumed to be 28 independent centralized databases. The following diagram (Summary Figures 1-4, Complete Sequence) summarizes the data flows between a hypothetical “Seller A” in the UK and a hypothetical “Buyer B” in France. XML files are sent to separate (UK and French) datacenters, and access keys are exchanged among all authorized parties. Each Member State has immediate access to relevant taxpayer data in another Member State. Access would be limited to taxpayers and transactions that engaged in cross-border transactions with domestic taxpayers. This DICE proposal is a pure data exchange proposal. There is no consensus or judgment made on the validity of the transactions. See figure 2 (below).

---

Before a formal *VAT Invoice* issues, DICE assures that “Seller A,” “Buyer B,” HMRC in the UK, and the DGFIP in France are fully aware of the transaction. There is time for risk analysis. Based on the Ceará and Rwandan experiences, this entire process can take less than three seconds. Artificial intelligence (AI) can spot high-risk transactions. Suspect transaction can be delayed, or blocked by the authorities.

*Second proposal – East African Community*

The proposal drafted for the East African Community (EAC) was more flexible.\(^\text{54}\) It did not presume multiple datacenters, as in the EU. The intent was to allow for the possibility that the East African Community might consider setting up a single central datacenter (closely following the Brazilian model), and this center would facilitate DICE oversight for the whole EAC.\(^\text{55}\) As a result, the Customs Exchange is represented in that proposal sitting *between* Member States (Kenya and Tanzania/Zanzibar). See figure 3 (below), which re-prints the “Kenya and Tanzania/Zanzibar Customs Exchange” diagram from that proposal.\(^\text{56}\)

\(^{\text{54}}\) Five countries make up the EAC: the Republics of Kenya, Uganda, the United Republic of Tanzania, Republic of Burundi, and the Republic of Rwanda. The headquarters are in Arusha, Tanzania.

\(^{\text{55}}\) There are indications that when VATs are introduced in the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) some time in 2018 involving the six Arabian countries of Saudi Arabia, the United Arab Emirates, Oman, Kuwait, Qatar, and Bahrain that a central data center would be considered.

\(^{\text{56}}\) (November 11, 2013) 72 TNI 561, 579
The same submission of digitally signed XML files, encrypted data, and access keys shared among the parties are replicated. Local tax authorities pass encrypted data to the Customs Exchange, from where it is directly observable by parties with appropriate access keys.

Figure 3
Reprint: Kenya and Tanzania/Zanzibar Customs Exchange
From 72 TNI 561, 579 (November 11, 2013)

It had seemed unlikely that a single central datacenter would be workable for the EAC in the short term. The EAC headquarters are in Tanzania, and recently Tanzania has been “going slow” with respect to a full political integration into the EAC. Tanzania was reportedly looking at “plan B,” which was a separate arrangement with the Democratic Republic of Congo and Burundi.\(^\text{57}\) Although by 2015, when Tanzania’s president assumed the rotational chairmanship of the EAC, it appeared that there was progress in favor of integration. In 2016 it appears that this trend is still moving forward.

In an African context, the single data center for multiple jurisdictions model may be workable in Nigeria, which like Brazil has a large federal tax presence coordinating local VAT compliance.\(^\text{58}\)


This single data center concept is design that may also work in the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC). The GCC is comprised of six Middle Eastern countries (Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, the United Arab Emirates, Qatar, Bahrain and Oman). They are moving together toward the adoption of a uniform 5% VAT by 2018.

A single central database is a may be a likely outcome in the GCC. At the present time a unified datacenter, located in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, coordinates customs for the six countries. There is coordination of data transfers, and through a “direct transfer mechanism” duties collected in one GCC jurisdiction on goods destined for another GCC jurisdiction are automatically transferred to the appropriate government. According to one of the few VAT scholars in the GCC, Mr. Musaad Fahad Alwohaibi, it is anticipated that at least initially customs will oversee the VAT in the GCC, and as a result a single centralized data center for VAT may be adopted through close work with customs.

DICE ON BLOCKCHAIN

Blockchain is a revolutionary improvement on any centralized data system. Tax administrations are inherently based upon centralized repositories of taxpayer data. They are prime candidates for the kinds of efficiency improvements that come through blockchain. This
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60 Mohammed al-Hilali, Immediate Sending of Data Transfers of Customs Duties between the GCC, ALEQT, available at: http://www.aleqt.com/2016/02/21/article_1032102.html

61 Musaad Fahad Alwohaibi is a Saudi national who specializes in VAT, and is candidate for the SJD at the Levin College of Law, University of Florida. Personal e-mail communication (on file with author) m_wohaibi@hotmail.com.

62 Ehtisham Ahmad, Institutions, political economy, and timing of a VAT; options for Dubai and the UAE, in Ehtisham Ahmad & Abdulrazak Al Fars, Fiscal Reform in the Middle East – VAT in the Gulf Cooperation Council (2010) at 283, 288-292 (discussing VAT administration options where the UAE is considered as a microcosm of the GCC with opportunities to have several VAT administrations (and related data centers) or a single VAT administration (with a single data center), but in all cases a close relationship with customs is assured because of the transactional nature of the VAT, with an eventual migration to an independent VAT administration anticipated under the UK model).

63 Sinclair Davidson, Primavera De Philippi & Jason Potts, Economics of Blockchain (March 8, 2016) available at: http://ssrn.com/abstract=2744751 (approaching blockchain from an economic perspective Davidson, De Philippi & Potts argue that blockchain provides better security, faster transactions and much lower cost than centralized data systems, and consequently at 3 indicate that blockchain will “disrupt any centralized system that coordinates valuable information.”); Gideon Greenspan, Blockchains vs. Centralized Databases MULTICHAIN (March 17, 2016) available at: http://www.multichain.com/blog/2016/03/blockchains-vs-centralized-databases/ (comparing blockchain and centralized databases with an assessment of system advantage: (1) disintermediation – blockchain advantage; (2) confidentiality – centralized databases advantage; (3) robustness – blockchain advantage; (4) performance – centralized databases advantage; Aaron Wright & Primavera De Philippi, Decentralized Blockchain Technology and the Rise of Lex Cryptographia, (March 12, 2015) available at: http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2580664 (comparing the disruptive potential of blockchain to the disruption power of the internet over older communication systems and the need to develop regulatory structures to deal with this new reality).
is particularly the case for transaction taxes, and even more so for a VAT fraud prevention application, like DICE, which relies on a real-time exchange of encrypted data.

An economic community (the EU, the EAC, or the GCC) would need three things to set up a “VAT Network” run on blockchain technology that would substantially reduce (if not eliminate) cross-border frauds like MTIC and MTEC. The elements needed are:

- A network of computers;
- A network protocol; and
- A consensus mechanism.

Each product or service traded would have its own distinct ledger of transactions showing who originally owned the supply, and who currently owned it (as well as each intermediary along the way that bought and sold it). Each verified transaction of that supply would constitute a new “block” added to the ledger. It would be irrevocably tied to all previous “blocks” in the ledger, thereby creating a blockchain.

There would be a verified history of VAT ownership, with validated transactions all along the chain. If the nodes in the network do not verify a transaction, then a valid VAT invoice cannot issue. In other words, the seller would not be entitled to collect VAT from a buyer, and a buyer would not be allowed to deduct VAT paid. No change would be permitted in the ledger. In an intra-community context the seller would not be allowed to zero-rate his sale and apply for a refund.

**The network of computers.** The computer network provides stability and security. Each computer is called a “node.” Blockchain is secure because there are a multitude of nodes in the system. This provides “fault tolerance.” Because each node is running the identical copy of the chain containing all items in the system, if any node is compromised in any manner (hacking, power failure or deliberate sabotage) all other node will maintain the true ledger.

The DICE blockchain is a permissive system. It cannot be a public, or un-restricted, or permissionless system like Bitcoin uses, because the network of computers will have access to confidential taxpayer information. The operators must be government appointed. A significant portion of the work performed by each “node” would be automated, much like it is in a Bitcoin mining operation, but in this case rather than solving complex mathematical problems the Artificial Intelligence (AI) employed would be performing calculation and associating data-points in a manner suggested by programming prompts of trained VAT auditors. Each node would need to assess each proposed transaction and determine (based on the data available) if the parties involved were likely to be compliant taxpayers.

Larger trading countries would be required to contribute more computers to the network than smaller trading countries. These countries are placing the most weight on the VAT system, and should bear a proportionate share of the compliance burden. For example, the German GDP (at €3,025 billion) is roughly ten times larger than the Austrian GDP (of €337.2 billion). This
would suggest that Germany would need to contribute 10x the number of computer nodes as would Austria.⁶⁴

**Network protocol.** A network protocol is how computers communicate with one another. In the blockchain context this is how the “nodes” transmit information among themselves.

An example of an applicable network protocol is the “Sawtooth Lake” distributive ledger platform unveiled by Intel on April 7, 2016. Intel contributed Sawtooth Lake to the HyperLedger blockchain project,⁶⁵ posting it that day to GitHub. A detailed information release accompanied the posting and outlines the major elements of Sawtooth Lake. A tutorial is available with the release to assist the implementation of the code.⁶⁶

According to Intel, the materials that were made available for download are all that is needed to construct a “fully functional” digital asset exchange right “out-of-the-box.” The basic components are:

- A *data model* that captures the current state of the ledger;
- A *language of transactions* that change the ledger state;
- A *protocol to build consensus* among participants around which transactions will be accepted by the ledger.

Intel explains:

In Sawtooth Lake, the data model and transaction language are implemented in a “transaction family.” While we expect users to build custom transaction families that reflect the unique requirements of their ledgers, we provide three transaction families that are sufficient for building, testing and deploying a marketplace for digital assets:

- *EndPointRegistry* – a transaction family for registering ledger services.
- *IntegerKey* – A transaction family used for testing deployed ledgers.
- *MarketPlace* – A transaction family for buying, selling, and trading digital assets.

**Consensus Mechanism.** The consensus mechanism provides the critical verification component to blockchain. The parameters set for the consensus mechanism determines how the “network of nodes” verifies additions to any block in the system.

Bitcoin uses “proof of work” to verify transactions, which means that the nodes in the network run complicated algorithms to verify each transaction. There is a massive commitment of computing resources in “proof of work,” but this is necessary because Bitcoin is an open (or

---


⁶⁵ The HyperLedger blockchain project is a collaborative effort created by the Linux Foundation to help establish an open, distributed ledger platform to “satisfy a variety of use cases across multiple industries to streamline business processes.” See: https://www.hyperledger.org

⁶⁶ Intel’s full posting is available at: https://intelledger.github.io/introduction.html
“permissionless” system. Proof-of-work will objectively verify transactions between unknown and even hostile participants.

Permissioned systems do not require the same level of resource commitment. Other control measures are in place to assure accuracy.67

There is no universally acceptable consensus mechanism in blockchain.68 This should be expected. Consensus mechanism should not be all-purpose, they should tie directly to the problem being solved.

Developers of restricted [permissioned] blockchain technologies can thus choose less expensive consensus algorithms than those that are necessary in unrestricted DLTs. In this way, in restricted DLTs validation is not made artificially difficult or costly for all users, on an ongoing basis, but instead is made costly for attackers, and only when there is an attack.69

In a distributed VAT ledger the consensus mechanism must be based on objective criteria that evaluate the risk of VAT fraud. Intel’s approach to deriving workable consensus mechanisms in Sawtooth Lake might be followed.70

67 Andrea Pinna & Wiebe Ruttenberg, Distributed Ledger Technologies in Securities Post-Trading – Revolution or Evolution? European Central Bank Occasional Paper Series, No. 172 (April 2016) at 10-11 indicates: Restricted [permissioned] DLTs are closed systems whose members are identified and accountable entities. Ledger updates can only be proposed and validated by authorized participants. … In a restricted distributed ledger the identity of participants is known, at least by its governance body. This implies that any wrongdoer can be identified and his misbehavior can be punished in the case of future activity in the ledger. Restricted distributed ledgers also expose the conduct of any participants in the DLT network to the set of rules and law-enforcement measures that typically apply to off-ledger activity.

Available at: https://www.ecb.europa.eu/pub/pdf/scpops/ecbop172.en.pdf

68 Id., at 14.

A second type of validation system is a proof-of-stake (PoS) consensus process. This assigns shares of validation rights to users according to their stake in the system. How a validator’s stake is to be measured is thus a critical aspect of a system of this type, and different DLTs take different approaches. Some possible criteria used to measure a validator’s stake are the amount of tokens owned, the amount of particular native tokens or off-ledger assets escrowed in the ledger as collateral, or the reputation of the validator in a restricted DLT (known as “proof-of-identity”).

69 Id., at 14.

70 Intel created two new consensus protocols: “Proof-of-Elapsed-Time” (PoET) and Quorum Voting (QV). Both are available in Sawtooth Lake. PoET is a lottery protocol that builds on Trusted Execution Environments (TEEs) provided by Intel’s Software Guard Extensions (SGX) as a way of dealing with a large population of participants. QV is an adaptation of the Ripple and Stellar consensus protocols and serves to address the needs of applications that require immediate transaction finality. On Ripple see: David Schwartz, Noah Youngs & Arthur Britto, The Ripple Protocol Consensus Algorithm, available at: https://ripple.com/files/ripple_consensus_whitepaper.pdf The Ripple consensus algorithm circumvents the requirement that all nodes within the network communicate synchronously. It utilizes collectively-trusted sub-networks within the larger network. On Stellar see: David Mazières, The Stellar Consensus Protocol: A Federated Model for Internet-level Consensus, STELLAR DEVELOPMENT FOUNDATION, available at: https://www.stellar.org/papers/stellar-consensus-protocol.pdf The Stellar consensus achieves robustness through quorum slices – individual trust decisions made by each node that together determine system-level quorums. Slices bind the system together. Compared to decentralized proof-of-work and proof-of-stake schemes SCP has modest computing and financial requirements.
For Sawtooth Lake Intel developed two new consensus protocols: “Proof-of-Elapsed-Time” (PoET) and Quorum Voting (QV). Both are available in Sawtooth Lake. PoET is a lottery protocol that builds on the Trusted Execution Environments (TEEs) provided by Intel’s Software Guard Extensions (SGX). PoET helps Sawtooth Lake address the needs of applications that require immediate transaction finality.

PUTTING INTRA-COMMUNITY EU VAT TRANSACTIONS ON THE BLOCKCHAIN

As of the second quarter of 2016 a significant number of advances have been made in permissive distributed ledger technology. Major technology companies are now on board contributing to design and workability.71

Leading global companies, from IBM, Intel, and Microsoft to Nasdaq and DNB [Dutch Central Bank], are adopting new plans to benefit from the blockchain technology through streamlining their processes. They are seeking to upgrade the common state of their business and gain an edge against rivals.72

The time is ripe for an application of distributed ledger technology to the EU VAT, given the huge revenue losses to MTIC and MTEC frauds.

As described earlier, under current law for business-to-business (B2B) transactions, goods sold between Member States are zero-rated when they leave the seller’s jurisdiction and will be subject to a reverse charge in the buyer’s jurisdiction.73 Similar rules apply in cross-border B2B sales of services.74

---

71 Microsoft provides a Blockchain-as-a-Service (BaaS) platform through Azure. It promises “… an open, flexible, and scalable platform supporting a growing number of distributed ledger technologies that are designed to address specific business and technical requirements for security, performance, and operational processes.” [https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/solutions/blockchain/](https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/solutions/blockchain/).


73 Supra note 37.

74 The taxation of services, particularly intangible services have proven problematical for the EU. When the Commission submitted its proposal for the Sixth Directive cross-border supplies of intangible services (Art. 56(1)(a) to (l) RVD, formerly Art. 9(2)(e)) were exempt (in the jurisdiction of the supplier) and were subject to a reverse charge (in the jurisdiction of the business buyer). This treatment matched the post-1991 treatment for the cross-border supply of goods. However, when the Sixth Directive was adopted a different approach was used (to achieve the same end) – a deeming provision changed the place of supply from the seller to the buyer’s jurisdiction. In Amendments of October 11, 1974 the Commission added paragraph 3 to proposed Article 10:

For the purposes of charging tax on supplies referred to in Article 2(3) the place where the service is received shall be deemed to be the place where the business of the person receiving the service is established or, in the absence of such place, the place where he has his permanent address.
Both the seller’s jurisdiction (which will be required to issue a VAT refund to taxpayers making these cross-border supplies) and the buyer’s jurisdiction (which will be waiting for VAT to be remitted when these cross-border acquisitions are consummated) have an interest in confirming the legitimacy of the transaction.

The full commercial chain will be more complex, but that does not concern us here. There will most likely be B2B transaction preceding the seller’s cross-border supply, and most likely further B2B (or B2C) transactions following the buyer’s acquisition. These additional transactions will be included when a full application of distributed ledger technology to VAT compliance is considered. These are domestic areas are concerned with different frauds. They cannot be examined here. Follow-up articles will consider these points.

**Example**

Assume an automobile manufacturer in France produces 100 cars for export that are sold to “Seller A” for €10,000 euro each (a domestic sale). “Seller A” reaches agreement with “Buyer B” in the Netherlands to acquire 10 of these cars for €11,000 each (an intra-community cross-border sale). After import “Buyer B” re-sells the cars to a Dealer in the Netherlands who sells on to individual Dutch final consumers.

Assume that a distributed VAT ledger records the transactions involving each of the 10 cars from the manufacturer acquisition of materials to produce the 10 cars (Block 1), which are transferred to Seller A (Block 2). The stage we are concerned with is the cross-border sale to Buyer B in the Netherlands (Block 3). If consensus is reached Block 3 will be bound to Block 2 in the same manner as Block 2 was joined to Block 1 in the distributed VAT ledger.

When Seller A and Buyer B agree to the terms of the sale/purchase of the 10 autos for €11,000 each, the rules of the distributed VAT ledger will require both parties to transmit this tentative agreement (a *pro forma* invoice) in an encrypted xml file to their respective tax administrations. From there it will pass to the cloud, and then to each of the assigned nodes in each jurisdiction.

In this example, because Eurostat records the French GDP (2015) at €2,183.6 billion, and the Dutch GDP (2015) at €678.5 billion, France will be required to dedicate 21 nodes to this
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Article 196 RVD [formerly 21(1)(b)] then required that a reverse charge be applied when these services were rendered by a taxable person established in the Community to a taxable person in another Member State or by a taxable person established outside the Community.

A blockchain is simply a chronological database of transactions recorded by a network of computers. Each block is encrypted and organized into smaller datasets referred to as “blocks.” Every block contains information about a certain number of transactions, a reference to the preceding block in the blockchain, as well as a consensus notation indicating that the current block has been validated. Thus, each block contains the hash of the previous block, which thereby fixes the current block as the sole antecedent. All operations in the blockchain are validated through a digital fingerprint created through a particular hash function (SHA256 is used by Bitcoin). All transactions incorporated in the blockchain are mapped into a fixed-length string of data. Any differences in input data will produce differences in output data (and thus a different digital fingerprint). See: Aaron Wright & Primavera De Filippi, *Decentralized Blockchain Technology and the Rise of Lex Cryptographia*, at 6-7, available at: http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2580664
exercise, and the Netherlands will be required to provide 6. With the assistance of artificial intelligence (AI) each of the nodes will be asked to approve or disapprove the proposed transaction. If we further assume that the consensus threshold is set at 75% of the French nodes and 75% of the Dutch nodes, then consensus would be registered (automatically) if approvals at this level were reached.

The invoice is the most critical VAT document. A uniform law change will be required throughout the EU. It will require that every valid VAT invoice must display a digital fingerprint derived through the VAT blockchain consensus process. The fingerprint will identify that Block 3 is permanently linked to Block 2. The entire history of the commercial chain can be followed in this manner. A hand-held scanner connected to an approved tax auditing program would be all that is needed to immediately pull up the entire commercial chain for an item from a valid invoice.

To perform its function each node will need to have immediate access to all standard invoice-level data about both parties (name, address, VAT ID, price of each item, volumes involved). In addition, all nodes will be able to conduct AI-facilitated risk analysis. Because they are government-nodes, each will have access to large number public and private databases (in the same manner as an auditor would). Statistical anomalies will be identified in real-time, and authorities will be alerted. AI will move (or be directed) through available data points. Analytical approaches preferred by node managers will guide the analysis. For example, points of inquiry would include:

- Are the prices charged below market?
- Is the buyer or seller a newly registered taxpayer with insufficient capital to engage in transactions like those proposed?
- Has either tax authority specifically notified one party that previous deals involving the supplier had been traced to a VAT loss and/or had involved carousel movements of goods?
- Has either tax authority specifically notified one of the parties to the current transaction that other MTIC VAT fraud characteristics (such as third party payments) have occurred in other transaction chains by this taxpayer?
- Are the buyer and seller current on other tax obligations (income tax, property taxes, payroll taxes)
- Based on available payroll records do the buyer and seller appear to have a sufficient number of employees to justify the transaction volumes on the proposed invoices?
- What is the buyer’s/supplier’s history in the trade?
- Does the deal carry no commercial risk – e.g., no requirement to pay for goods until payment received from customer?
- Does the deal involve consistent or pre-determined profit margins, irrespective of the date, quantities or specifications of the specified goods traded?

---

76 SmartCloud Inc. performs risk analysis for 60,000 taxpayers handling 2 million transactions per day. AI of this quality installed at each node could more than handle the commercial transactions on a DICE blockchain. Personal communication, Paul Lindenfelzer, Partner, VP Sales and Operations, SmartCloud, Inc., (Bedford, MA) July 11, 2016 (plindenfelzer@smartcloudinc.com).

77 For other examples see the due diligence requirements listed at: HM Revenue and Customs, VAT Notice 726: joint and several liability for unpaid VAT available at: https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/vat-notice-726-joint-and-several-liability-for-unpaid-vat/vat-notice-726-joint-and-several-liability-for-unpaid-vat
• Does the supplier (or another business in the transaction chain) require 3rd party payments or payments to an offshore bank account?
• Are the goods adequately insured?
• Are goods of high value offered with no formal contractual arrangements?
• Are high value deals offered by a newly established supplier with minimal trading history, low credit rating etc?
• Can a brand new business obtain specified goods cheaper than a long established one?
• Does the volume purchased (or sold) fit within normal trading patterns for these companies?

CONCLUSION

Increased fraud detection. As with the original DICE proposal, putting invoice data into a blockchain will not eliminate the first instance of MTIC/ MTEC in a fraud chain, but it should detect (in real-time) any subsequent efforts to continue the fraud. The first transaction in a fraud chain (that is, the first trade by a soon-to-be missing trader) may nevertheless be detected if, for
example, the commercial volumes by a new trader are too exceptionally high for the marketplace. But this is not assured.

**Improved domestic enforcement.** If adopted, a blockchained DICE system would inevitably alter how tax authorities would approach the detection of MTIC/ MTEC fraud. A blockchained DICE regime would prompt intensive domestic data gathering, frequent record updating, and frequent accuracy checks of local taxpayers. This would be a dramatic change from the current efforts. Audit and investigation are retrospective currently, and can result in massive global searches for largely foreign fraudsters who had set up shell companies to carry out local frauds and then gone into hiding overseas.

In a blockchain regime there is an enforcement premium in having comprehensive commercial databases. Databases must be current, comprehensive, and digitally readily for use by the nodes. Inspection teams should spend significant amounts of time visiting new taxpayers, collecting (and confirming) data on business locations, types and quantities of trade engaged in, financial relationships, and employee count. Most of this data is already available in a variety of government channels, but it needs to be readily accessible by the AI programs. In jurisdictions where databases are weak, the blockchain will drive change.

**Increased audit efficiency.** All tax administrations have limited audit resources, and current efforts to stop MTIC/ MTEC frauds are consuming huge amounts of time and effort. For a good example, we need to look no further than the current German enforcement action into the huge CO2 MTIC fraud that arose in late 2009 and early 2010. Deutsche Bank enabled this fraud, and it had a huge revenue impact in two countries. Staggering numbers of CO2 permits were sold back and forth between the Frankfurt head office and the London branch of Deutsche Bank. The permits were funneled into Deutsche Bank from newly established German and UK companies. These “feeder” companies were for the most part established by foreigners, which sent the German tax authorities overseas to find suspects.

The tentacles of the Deutsche Bank fraud spread throughout Germany and the UK. The permits went in a complete circle (a true carousel fraud). Prior to an August 1, 2009 law change in the UK (which zero-rated CO2 permits) it was the UK revenue that incurred substantial losses. German revenue losses mirrored those in the UK, but after August 1, 2009 they accelerated well beyond what the UK had experienced. The fraud was over quickly. But, it

79 See for example the extradition hearings of Samir Azizi (*In the Matter of: the Extradition of Samir Azizi, Order Granting Motion for Certificate of Extradiability* 5:14-xr-90282-PSG (March 20, 2015) District Court, N. D. CA,) and Mohammad Safdar Gohir (*Complaint for Provisional Arrest with a View Towards Extradition, United States v. Mohammad Safdar Gohir,* Docket No. 2:14-mj-314-CWH (D. NV filed May 4, 2014). Arrest warrants were also issued for Faisal Zahoor Ahmad (British national); Rakesh Sharma (British national); Muhammad Ashraf (Pakistani national) Mobeen Iqbal (Pakistani national); Iftakhar Ali (British national); Arfan Khan (British national); Franz Mir (British national); Mohsin Salya (British national).
80 Deutsche Bank claimed refunds attributable to CO2 from the UK of £15.14 million and £48.14 million in June and September of 2009. *Id.*, at 1140.
81 Deutsche Bank claimed VAT refunds of €220 million attributable to CO2 from Germany. *Id.*, at 1139. But, in addition, Deutsche Bank had already conceded in 2011 that a correction was needed on its CO2 claims in 2009 of €150 million. This was in the summer of 2011. By the end of 2011 Deutsche Bank indicated that an additional
took an April 2010 raid of the Deutsche Bank head office in Frankfurt (and other locations throughout Europe) by 500 police officers to bring it to a close.\textsuperscript{82}

\textit{Beyond the EU.} The beauty of blockchain is that it is \textit{trustless}. Participants do not have to trust each other to use it with confidence. Imagine a data exchange between Poland and Russia in an investigation into MTEC frauds. Would either side be inclined to provide timely access to centralized data files on their own taxpayers? If access is granted, would either side trust the accuracy of the data?

With a distributed VAT ledger Russia could join the ledger just as easily as any EU jurisdiction. Trade between Russia and Poland would be treated no differently than trade between Poland and Germany. If consensus was reached on the validity of a block of transactions, the data within the block could be trusted. Blockchain extinguishes the need for a centralized data repository. It is \textit{trustless}.

The blockchain lets people who have no particular confidence in each other collaborate without having to go through a neutral central authority. Simply put, it is a machine for creating trust.\textsuperscript{83}

This is precisely what is needed to combat MTIC/MTEC frauds.
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